Hyperspectral data is becoming a critical tool for military planners. The capture of fine spectral information enables the generation of information products which could not be produced using traditional imaging means. The challenge facing hyperspectral technology, as an operational capability, is with conversion of the raw sensor data into a useful information product that is accurate and reliable. Traditional approaches for processing hyperspectral data have largely focused on the use of statistical tools to process a hypercube, with little regard for other data that may describe the physical phenomena under which the data was collected. The long-term goal of this project is to develop a new generation of hyperspectral processing algorithms that take advantage of underlying physics of a scene while utilizing statistical processing techniques to generate valuable information products.
• Dr. William Philpot [Cornell University] -Developing techniques for modeling the inherent optical properties of water and supporting the littoral zone modeling.
WORK COMPLETED
The RIT MURI team iniated research under this MURI in May 2001 and over this period, there has been substantial research progress in validating the utility of physics-based algorithmic approach. This MURI has been a catalyst for the research team to be awarded additional research support from other sponsors. The research results generated by this MURI have been shared to the hyperspectral community through the generation of over 50 peer reviewed journal acticles, presentations at technical conferences, and the publishing of Masters and PhD theses. This project has supported over 15 graduate students, many of whom have graduated or are about to graduate, and will be taking positions in direct support of the defense and intelligence community.
RESULTS

• Mapping of In-water Constituents in the littoral zone
Photon Mapping -Adam Goodenough -(RIT PhD Student) A two pass, Monte Carlo method called Photon Mapping was adapted for simulating light transfer in littoral waters in the context of hyperspectral remote sensing. Significant advances have been made on an in-scattered radiance estimation technique that can be orders of magnitude faster than the original method while maintaining the radiometric accuracy. These advancements allow for efficiently modeling multiple scattering in natural waters under arbitrary spectral illumination conditions and make rigorous Monte Carlo simulations possible. Integration of these techniques into DIRSIG allows for the exploitation of proven sensor, atmospheric, and other models. Concurrent development of a wave spectrum based surface model and relevant geometry provide spatial constraints and additional simulation variables. A DIRSIG rendering of a scene that demonstrates water related phenomenology is shown in Figure 1 . Ongoing validation and refinement of the model components will lead to a well developed and documented tool for spectral image modeling in the littoral zone. This tool can be used in future radiometric instrument design, sensor modeling, and data generation. Parallel effort under this MURI is directly applicable to this tool, either through providing inherent optical properties (for phytoplankton and suspended sediments) or methods by which simulated data can be exploited (invariant algorithm approaches). Phytoplankton Simulation -Dr. William Philpot (Cornell PI)
1. Algorithm for phytoplankton species discrimination -Phytoplankton IOPs for several important taxa were determined using laboratory cell cultures. However, IOPs that accurately represent the natural phytoplankton taxa are hard to achieve because they are mixtures of hundreds of species. Thus, we also included IOP data from several sources in the literature (Figure 3a ). The average of the combined spectra compared well with the specific absorption curve of PrieurMorel-Satyndranath -an average of total absorption from many ocean provinces and the standard chlorophyll absorption curve used in Hydrolight (Figure 3b ). Using combinations of these IOPs, our algorithm predicts that a relatively successful separation between taxa will be feasible in general, but it also predicts that it will be difficult to distinguish between haptophyceae and diatoms.
2. Complex refractive index inversion program for spherical Mie particles -When measuring the IOPs of a particle ensemble, it is common practice to determine the complex refractive index of the particles using the Anomalous Diffraction Approximation (ADA). However, as the relative refractive index deviates from unity (pure sea water), the estimation error of the ADA becomes significant. We developed a software program that accurately estimates complex refractive index inversion from measured IOPs based on Mie solutions. A paper describing this technique is being prepared for publication.
3. Optically shallow water nonlinear optimization algorithm -A remote sensing algorithm to solve for water column IOPs (K, r rs ∞ ) and bottom albedo (A) in optically shallow waters has been developed. The procedure requires that several region of interests (ROIs) at different depths but with the same bottom type and water quality can be identified.
4. OOPS website -available at: http://ceeserver.cee.cornell.edu/wdp2/OOPS 5. Estimating atmospheric transmission from sun glint -Sun glint obscures the radiance originating from within the water, but also mirrors the solar radiance after transmission through the atmosphere. The difference between a glint-contaminated pixel and a nearby non-glint pixel from a spectral image prior to atmospheric correction yields a direct estimate of the spectral transmission of solar radiance which can then be used both to confirm atmospheric models. A procedure to derive spectral atmospheric transmission and reflectance of ground targets based on glint radiance has been developed. The transmission spectrum derived from sun-glint compares well with a modeled transmission spectrum (Philpot, 2006) . Figure 6 . The atmospheric compensation work is dependent on suspended IOP modeling (utilizing Minsu Kim's OOPS model) results to address the quandary of estimating upwelling radiance in the NIR region due to significant suspended concentrations in Case II waters. A preliminary database (Figure 7 ) of these NIR reflectance estimates has been used to test the overall atmospheric compensation process. These preliminary results yielded maps (Figure 8 . 9, 10) with reasonable values and sample spectral matches based on conjectured model inputs. The current plan calls for continued testing with data from a multi-day collect (see Fig 11) from the 
Physics-based Modeling Computing Infrastructure
One of the often understated costs in adopting the physics-based algorithm paradigm is the large demand for compute cycles. It is necessary for iteratively running numerical models to sample the solution subspace for a number of parameters. A secondary, but equally as important aspect, is the use of a flexible data structure which can easily accommodate exponential output of numerical model as the number of input parameters under study are increased. These two issues of Physics-based Modeling Computing Infrastructure have been addressed in this research [detailed in: http://wiki.cis.rit.edu/bin/view/DIRS/MuriWaterAnnualReport2006#Physics_based_Modeling_Compu ting] using the CONDOR HTC (High Througput Computing) system to make both the OOPS runs and atmospheric compensation optimizations possible (Figure 12 ) by reducing computations by more than an order of magnitude. The multi-dimensional data structure representation was solved using the Flexible ENVI Spectral Library Format allowing rapid reconfiguration and visualization of the spectral database libraries (Figure 13 ). This infrastructure was integrated to the tools delivered under an NGA University Research Initiative (NURI) and was recently presented at IDL / ENVI User Group for Defense/Intelligence" in DC (July 19th). RIT was the only academic institution in attendance at the workshop. These implemented methods proved to be very compelling solutions convincing ITTVis (formerly Research Systems, Inc.) to grant RIT 300 ENVI licenses to increase the processing throughput of these algorithms. 1. Introduction -An algorithm was developed for the purpose of land surface temperature and emissivity retrieval from long wave infrared airborne hyperspectral imagery. The optimized land surface temperature and emissivity retrieval (OLSTER) algorithm uses an iterative technique to solve the nonlinear retrieval problem. The OLSTER algorithm introduces a new method for finding near-blackbody pixels based on scene-derived methods, and also an iterative method for retrieving surface parameters using constrained optimization. Unlike the temperature / emissivity separation methods in the literature, this approach does not assume that perfect atmospheric compensation has been performed during preprocessing, and does not require spectral polishing of retrieved emissivities. The main steps include initialization, a search for near-blackbody pixels, and an iterative constrained optimization using generalized reduced gradients (GRG). Sample results are shown in Figure 14. 2. Results -Over the past year, refinements have been made to the algorithm to reduce the computational overhead and retrieval errors. A revised GRG objective function and adjustments of the boundary values for the optimization constraints help to ensure physical values for the retrieved parameters and a faster convergence speed. The number of GRG input variables was reduced to active scaling factors for the atmospheric parameters. This reduced the GRG memory requirement and resulted in a much faster processing time. The upwelling radiance to downwelling radiance look-up table (LUT) was expanded to include radiosonde profiles. A pre-selection of the expanded LUT for possible downwelling radiance candidates was introduced based on the range of values of the estimated upwelling radiance. 
• Material Classification and Identification
Recovering ground surface properties for hyperspectral images taken by airborne sensor -Kartik Chandra (UCI PhD Student) and Dr. Glenn Healey (UCI PI) 1. Introduction -Airborne hyperspectral imaging spectrometers can measure a radiance spectrum over contiguous spectral bands in the visible through near-infrared region at every pixel. Instruments like the hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment (HYDICE), the night vision imaging spectrometer (NVIS) and the airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) have the capability to provide several hundred measurements in the 0 4 2 5 m μ . − . spectral region. This has inspired interest in the development of algorithms for the extraction of scene information from hyperspectral images. The ability to recover the surface reflectance spectrum and its orientation from a measured radiance spectrum is useful for many tasks. For example, surface reflectance can be used to identify a mineral from a spectral library or to compute the normalized difference vegetation index, which is related to vegetation health.
2. The Algorithm -The algorithm we propose and analyze in our work is based on a physics-based image formation model which accounts for the spectral reflectance of the ground material, the orientation of the material surface, and the atmospheric and illumination conditions. The physicsbased image formation model used by the algorithm uses two orientation parameters which correspond to the material surface angle with the sun and the sky fraction seen by the surface. The algorithm uses a low-dimensional coupled subspace model for the solar radiance, sky radiance, and path-scattered radiance. The common inter-dependence of these spectra on the environmental condition and viewing geometry is modeled by using the coupled subspace approach. The details of our algorithm are given in Chandra et al 2005 and Chandra et al 2006. 3. Experiments -In our experiments we analyze the utility of our algorithm for the reflectance and orientation recovery and classification. The experiments involved the application of our algorithm for the synthetic (MODTRAN and DIRSIG) and real (AVIRIS) data. We have included some of the results in our report. Figure 15 plots the true reflectance spectrum of a painted vehicle in the DIRSIG desert scene and its reflectance estimates using six, nine and twelve reflectance basis vectors. Figure 16 plots the estimates of Alunite using the data from the AVIRIS Cuprite scene. Figures 15 and 16 show the results of the estimates for different surface orientations. The sun zenith angle is 15 degrees for this case. The figures 17 and 18 illustrate that algorithm is very robust to varying surface orientation. We also estimate the pixel surface orientation using radiance measured by airborne sensors. The results are given in (Chandra et. al 1. Introduction -Traditional approaches to hyperspectral target detection involve the application of detection algorithms to atmospherically compensated imagery. Rather than compensate the imagery, a more recent approach uses physical models to generate target sub-spaces. These radiance sub-spaces can then be used in an appropriate detection scheme to identify potential targets. The generation of these sub-spaces involves some a priori knowledge of data acquisition parameters, scene and atmospheric conditions, and possible calibration errors. Variation is allowed in the model since some parameters are difficult to know accurately. Each vector in the subspace is the result of a MODTRAN simulation coupled with a physical model. Generation of large target spaces can be computationally burdensome. Research has demonstrated that statistical methods can be used to describe such target spaces. The statistically modeled spaces can be used to generate arbitrary radiance vectors to form a sub-space. Statistically modeled target sub-spaces, using limited training samples, were found to accurately resemble MODTRAN derived radiance vectors.
2. Results -A large target space (34,650 vectors), encompassing a very wide range of conditions, was created based on a typical high altitude collection campaign utilizing MODTRAN and a physics-based model. This target space was then used as training to a third order polynomial as:
where F 1 (log(V ), T,W), F 2 (log(V ), T,W), and F 3 (log(V ), T,W) are polynomials of the third degree with respect to the predictors log(V ), T, and W. Model coefficients were derived in a least squares sense. The model was then used to "re-create" the original target space where comparisons were made based on residuals between the two spaces. The bulk of the residuals were less than 10 micro-flicks, which corresponds to an error on the order of one percent (see Figure 19 (a) and (b)). A sparse set of samples (123 vectors) from the large 34,650 vector space, were also used as training. Again, the model was used to re-create the original large target space. The residuals here were on the order of those seen when using all 34,650 vectors for training. However, it was found that using a set of training samples less than 123 vectors increased the overall residuals associated with comparing the statistically modeled target space to the actual MODTRAN derived target space. Additionally, it was found that there was no significant added value to training with more than 123 vectors. This was determined through analysis of residuals, which did not vary much when 123 vectors versus 34,650 vectors were used for training.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
The RIT MURI Team believes that this research work can have a significant impact in how hyperspectral data is processed and how the resulting information products are generated. The invariant algorithm research is already showing promise in reducing false alarms under varying collection conditions. The water modeling activity is showing promise for a more accurate 3D representation of shallow water optical conditions, which will benefit algorithm development and testing and provide a significant advancement of in-water visualization.
TRANSITIONS
The MURI team has identified technology transfer as an important element of this project.
-RIT has a research project with the National Geospatial-intelligence Agency (NGA) that involves the implementation of algorithms into an ENVI software environment. A number of government contractors are evaluating the algorithms on proprietary data and are being considered for use on several experimental programs.
RELATED PROJECTS
• NGA University Research Initiative (NURI) -RIT project that involves the implementation of advanced hyperspectral algorithms into an ENVI software environment and then conducting robustness testing to evaluate performance. This project started June 2002 thru September 2006.
• Army Research Organization (ARO) Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative (MURI) -RIT is on a research team led by Georgia Institute of Technology to develop multi and hyperspectral processing techniques for tactical sensors (UAV and helicopter platforms). RIT's role involves the generation of physics-based models using DIRSIG that will be used for algorithm development and testing. This project initiated in October 2002.
• Intelligence Community (IC) Post Doc -In September 2005, RIT was awarded a Post Doc grant to continue the work initiated on this effort of Emmett Ientilucci in the area of physics-based hyperspectral algorithms.
